FOCUS & NAU present guest lecture on

"HERITAGE FOODS IN A GLOBALIZED WORLD: INDIAN CULINARY HERITAGE AND THE NEW NORDIC CUISINE"

by Dr. Lily Kelting

Introduced by Associate Professor Susanne Højlund and Professor Mary Hilson

Dr. Kelting will present her research on Indian food heritage. Using a feminist lens in her analysis, she frames culinary heritage as subjugated knowledge against scientific-objective knowledge systems when asking “What is the difference between a cook and a chef?”. Lily will also share her work in process on decolonial critiques of the rhetorics of the New Nordic Cuisine. There will be time for discussion, Q&A and refreshments served by MoCa.

Lily Kelting is an assistant professor of Literary and Cultural Studies at Flame University, Pune, India. She holds a Ph.D. in Theater and Performance Studies from the University of California, San Diego, and also publishes on contemporary European performance. She is a former (sometimes current) theater critic, magazine editor, radio journalist, dramaturg, and freelance writer.

Lily is currently writing an academic book about the revival of heritage foods around the world, interweaving examples from the U.S. South, Nordic region, and Western India.

PLACE: Aarhus University, building 1453, room 415

DATE: 25th of November 2021

TIME: 14.00 - 16.00

SIGN UP: write Nanna, nahb@cas.au.dk (RSVP Nov 20th)

The lecture is arranged as a collaboration between Center for Food Culture Studies (FOCUS), Institute of Culture and Society and Nordic Research at Aarhus University (NAU), Faculty of Arts.